A modified perturbation approach for the calculation of the vibrational wave function of polyatomic molecules is discussed. It is demonstrated that if the expansion point of the potential is determined variationally, the leading first-order term in the perturbation expansion of the vibrational wave function vanishes. Furthermore, the new expansion point is a very good approximation to the vibrationally averaged molecular geometry. The required third derivatives of the potential energy with respect to geometrical distortions have been calculated by numerical differentiation. Two approaches are discussed, one based on the differentiation of the molecular Hessian and the other on the molecular gradient. Results are presented for the averaged molecular geometry of a large set of molecules, including studies of electronically excited states and effects of electron correlation. The largest molecule included is butane with a total of 14 atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vibrational contributions to molecular properties are often substantial and cannot normally be neglected when comparing calculated and experimental molecular properties. The magnitude of the vibrational effects is determined by the anharmonicity of the potential-that is, the ratio between the third derivative of the potential with respect to a geometrical distortion ͑the cubic force constant͒ and the harmonic frequency. Consequently, vibrational contributions to molecular properties will be more important for large molecules and molecular complexes than for small molecules since larger systems normally contain modes with smaller harmonic frequencies. The vibrational part of the molecular wave function can, however, only be accurately calculated accurately for small molecules ͑see, for example, Refs. 1-10͒. For larger molecules, a Taylor expansion of the potential around the equilibrium geometry is normally carried out, followed by a perturbation analysis, but convergence problems have been noted in this approach even for diatomic molecules. 11 The molecular vibrational energy levels determine both the vibrational spectrum and the vibrationally averaged molecular properties and the possibility of accurately calculating vibrational energy levels have been exploited extensively. However, even if progress has been substantial this is a difficult task. Of the many approaches developed for treating this problem, the most important contributions have used perturbation expansions to obtain vibrational frequencies and vibrationally averaged molecular properties or different variational approaches. [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] Earlier attempts at calculating vibrational effects in polyatomic molecules have determined the higher potentialenergy derivatives by fitting ab initio calculated molecular energies at different geometries to a potential energy functional, 24, 46, [50] [51] [52] although analytical calculations have been presented at the Hartree-Fock level. 53, 54 The former approach requires little programming effort since only the molecular energy is needed. However, selecting the appropriate energy points needed for the fitting process is a delicate matter, and the numbers of points needed may be very large. 26 Furthermore, fitting is a process in which there are several possible solutions, and ensuring that the correct solution is found may be difficult. Indeed, only in rare instances has this approach been applied to molecules with more than four atoms. 31, 50, 55, 51 A few years ago, a method to calculate the intermolecular vibrational frequencies of bimolecular complexes was introduced, in which the potential was expanded around a variationally determined expansion point instead of the equilibrium geometry. 56 For diatomic molecules, it has been demonstrated that this effective geometry corresponds to the vibrationally averaged molecular geometry to second order in the order parameter of the perturbation expansion, 57 and furthermore that a perturbation expansion around this effective geometry gives accurate results for molecular properties of diatomic molecules even when only the harmonic term in the expansion of the property surface is included. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] The reason for this improved convergence is that the leading first-order term in the perturbation expansion of the vibrational wave function vanishes when the variationally determined expansion point is used. 57 It is therefore of interest to extend this approach also to vibrational averages in polyatomic molecules. We here present the necessary extensions of the theory to polyatomic molecules and calculate effective geometries and expansion coefficients for the molecular vibrational wave function for a set of molecules ranging from simple triatomic molecules to molecules containing up to 14 atoms.
II. THE MOLECULAR VIBRATIONAL WAVE FUNCTION
The theory for a variation-perturbation approach to molecular vibrations using a variationally determined expansion point has been discussed for diatomic molecules in Ref. 57 . The extension to polyatomic molecules is in principle straightforward, although additional computational considerations need to be made. Our presentation here will follow quite closely that of Kern and Matcha, 24 but we will consider a general expansion point instead of restricting ourselves to an expansion around the equilibrium geometry. Particular attention will be given to two expansion points, the equilibrium geometry ͑as also studied by Kern and Matcha͒ and a variationally optimized expansion point ͑vide infra͒.
The potential energy may be expanded in a Taylor expansion around an arbitrary expansion point q exp as where q i is the deviation of normal coordinate i from the expansion point r exp , (q i ϭr i Ϫr exp,i ). N is the number of normal modes and V exp,
is the nth derivative of the potential with respect to the normal coordinates. If massweighted coordinates (r ជ k mw ϭͱm k r ជ k ) are used, the zerothorder Hamiltonian can be written as
͑2͒
which is the Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator. It has the well-known eigenvalues
͑3͒
where i ϭͱV ii (2) , and where n i specifies the vibrational state. The corresponding eigenfunctions are products of Hermite functions
where
with i ϭͱ i q i , N n i a normalization constant and H n i ( i ) a Hermite polynomial. Normally, the expansion of the potential is carried out around the equilibrium geometry where the molecular gradient is zero. Here we will in addition consider an expansion point that is variationally determined from a minimization of the energy functional 56
with respect to the expansion point r exp,i . The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ is the zero-point vibrational energy which thus is regarded as an additional potential energy. It is instructive to discuss this ansatz in terms of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Since the motion of the electrons is much faster than the nuclear motion, it is assumed in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that only an average of the electronic motion ͑the potential energy͒ has to be considered when the nuclear motion is studied. Furthermore, if one of the nuclear motions is much slower than the other a similar separation of the nuclear motion can be carried out and an average of the nuclear motion of all modes apart from that one can be regarded as an extra potential energy term. For example, in variational transition state theory the reaction coordinate is regarded as the slow nuclear motion and the zero-point vibrational energy of the other modes are treated on an equal footing as the electronic potential energy. 62 In general, it is, however, difficult to identify a mode with a much slower nuclear motion and it is then reasonable to include all nuclear motions in Eq. ͑6͒. 56 To include all nuclear motions may be regarded as analogous to a system with only electrons. If we assume that each electron only interacts with an average potential of the other electrons it is possible to write the energy as a sum of contributions, one for each electron. In that sense, the ansatz in Eq. ͑6͒ where we add the zero-point vibrational energy for each mode may also be regarded as a kind of mean-field approach.
We will denote the variationally determined expansion point by r eff,i , and it may be shown that the condition
is fulfilled for this choice of expansion point by differentiation of Eq. ͑6͒ with respect to r exp,j . The remaining terms in the expansion of the potential in Eq. ͑1͒ can be considered to be perturbations to H (0) with
where we note that also the gradient of the potential is included, and the quartic term
By applying standard Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory,
͑10͒
and solving this equation for each order of the order parameter , it is easy to show that the first-order contribution to the energy
is zero since H (1) in Eq. ͑8͒ always is odd with respect to at least one geometrical displacement q i . The second-order energy can be regarded as an energy functional,
that can be minimized with respect to the trial function ⌿ (1) . Expanding the trial function in the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
rst,i jk , ͑13͒
we can express the second-order energy as
͗q i 3 ͘ 0r a r,i
͗q m 2 ͘ 00 ͗q i ͘ 0r a r,i
͑14͒
where we have used the shorthand notation ͗H͘ rs ϭ͗ r ͉H͉ s ͘. Minimizing the second-order energy with respect to the expansion coefficients a r,i (1) , b rs,i j (1) , and c rst,i jk
, we get
c rst,i jk
The only nonzero contributions are a 1,i
, and c 111,i (1) due to the symmetry properties of the integrals ͗q n ͘ rs .
The only difference between an expansion around the equilibrium geometry and around the effective geometry defined in Eq. ͑7͒ occurs for a 1,i (1) since this is the only term where the molecular gradient contributes. When expanding the potential around the effective geometry, a 1,i (1) is zero-which may be shown using Eq. ͑7͒-whereas for an expansion around the equilibrium geometry it is 24 a 1,i
(1) ϭϪ 1
For the other terms, we obtain the general expressions
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which is consistent with the results of Kern and Matcha. 24 It has thus been shown that the leading first-order contribution to the wave function, a 1,i (1) , vanishes if r eff is chosen as the expansion point. For polyatomic molecules, a 1,i (1) is a sum of N terms, one term for each mode of the molecule. It can therefore be expected that a 1,i (1) becomes larger for large molecules, in particular for molecules with large couplings between the nuclear modes. The importance of a 1,i (1) vanishing at the effective geometry will therefore be more important for larger molecules.
The vibrational average of a molecular property can be calculated as
where the property surface may be expanded in a Taylor expansion
q i q j q k ϩ . . . ,
͑23͒
and we may write the expansion of the averaged molecular property as
͑25͒
The normalization of the wave function is written as a Taylor expansion around ⌿ϭ⌿ (0) , and it is noted that the leading term from the normalization only contributes to second order in . The zeroth-order term in gives
and the first-order term is
͑27͒
ͱ i
͑28͒
and
Considering the vibrational average of the molecular geometry, ͗r͘ the only contributions are ͗P 0 (0) ͘ exp and ͗P 1 (1) ͘ exp . Furthermore, ͗P (2) ͘ does not contain any contribution from the gradient of the molecular property and will therefore not contribute to an averaged molecular geometry. 57 An expansion of the molecular geometry around the equilibrium geometry thus gives
If we instead carry out the expansion around the effective geometry, we obtain ͗r j ͘ϭr eff, j
͑31͒
because ͗P 1 (1) ͘ eff becomes zero since a 1,i
(1) ϭ0 for an expansion around r eff . The effective geometry, r eff , defined by Eq. ͑7͒ thus corresponds to the averaged geometry to the second order in the order parameter . This is in line with the observation that if the expansion point is chosen as the vibrationally averaged molecular geometry, the contribution from the gradient of P in Eq. ͑23͒ will vanish since ͗q i ͘ϭ͗r i Ϫ͗r i ͘͘ trivially becomes zero. 63 Instead of minimizing Eq. ͑6͒, we can thus adopt Eq. ͑30͒ to obtain r eff . The seemingly difficult task of minimizing the energy functional in Eq. ͑6͒ has thus been reduced to a determination of the second and third derivatives of the potential energy at the equilibrium geometry. Finally, we mention that a perturbation approach for calculating the vibrational average of a molecular property will converge faster for an expansion around r eff than around r e . This can be realized from Eq. ͑29͒, where the leading terms to ͗P 3
(1) ͘ can be seen to stem from a 1,i
(1) , and this is also the case for the second-order term, ͗P (2) ͘.
57
To summarize this section, a standard perturbation approach has been applied together with the ansatz in Eq. ͑6͒. The consequences of this ansatz are ͑1͒ Eq. ͑6͒ defines an effective geometry which fulfills the condition in Eq. ͑7͒. ͑2͒ The condition in Eq. ͑7͒ makes the leading term in the perturbation expansion of the wave function vanish. ͑3͒ As a consequence, the effective geometry is the vibrationally averaged geometry to second order in and can be calculated from a perturbation expansion of the potential surface around the equilibrium geometry using Eq. ͑30͒. ͑4͒ If averaged molecular properties are calculated from an expansion of the potential and property surfaces around the effective geometry, the leading term arising from the anharmonicity of the potential vanishes.
In the remaining part of this paper, we will focus on point 3, whereas point 4 is considered in the subsequent paper.
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III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
As discussed in the preceding section, the effective geometry is, to second order in the order parameter , determined by the anharmonicity of the potential in an expansion around the equilibrium geometry. Although third derivatives of the potential with respect to geometrical distortions energy in principle can be rather easily implemented analytically for simpler wave functions like the Hartree-Fock approximation, 53 implementing analytical higher derivatives for correlated wave functions is a much more laborious task. For this reason we have chosen to address the evaluation of the third derivatives using numerical methods. This will al-low us to extend the approach presented here to any correlated wave function for which analytical Hessians ͑or even only gradients͒ are available.
We here determine the third derivatives of the potential energy by numerical differentiation. The most numerically stable approach, as well as the most general, is to calculate the entire third-derivative tensor by numerical differentiation of the full molecular Hessian in Cartesian coordinates, transforming the Cartesian third-derivative tensor to normal coordinates when the numerical differentiation is complete. This allows the effective geometry of any isotopically substituted molecule to be obtained in a single analysis step. However, this approach would in general require the calculation of 6Nϩ1 (N being the number of atoms in the molecule͒ Hessians, a task that becomes unwieldy for the larger molecules that ultimately are our goal. Suffice it to mention here that the benzene molecule would require the calculation of 73 molecular Hessians ͑if the molecular symmetry is not utilized͒, a time-consuming task for highly correlated wave functions. In addition, for such large molecules, doing the numerical differentiation in normal coordinates would gain us little, but would restrict us to one isotopomer.
In fact, we note that in general we do not need the full third-derivative tensor, but only the V imm (3) elements. This means that we should be able to determine these thirdderivative tensor elements in normal coordinates by taking the second derivative of the molecular gradient. For a general polyatomic molecule, this approach would require the evaluation of one Hessian ͑to determine the normal modes͒, and 6NϪ11 gradients. For variational wave functions such as the Hartree-Fock and the multiconfigurational selfconsistent-field ͑MCSCF͒ wave functions, the gradient can be evaluated as an expectation value, making the most timeconsuming step the initial determination of the normal modes from the molecular Hessian.
However, evaluating the cubic force fields as second derivatives requires that care must be taken to ensure that the calculated derivatives are numerically stable and do not contain significant contributions from higher-order terms. In Table I we have collected the results of Hartree-Fock calculation on water using the cc-pVDZ basis set of Dunning. In all calculations, the wave function was converged to 1 ϫ10 Ϫ8 in the orbital gradient. Also reported in this table is the results obtained by numerical differentiation of the molecular Hessian in Cartesian coordinates, in which the response equations needed for the Hessian was converged to 1ϫ10 Ϫ5 in the residual of the response vectors. Table I clearly demonstrates the superior numerical stability of the cubic force constants calculated with the full Cartesian Hessian, whereas the gradient-derived cubic force constants are much more sensitive to the lengths of the steps taken in the numerical differentiation. We note in particular the symmetry breaking that occurs for very short steplengths in the gradient-based approach. However, in the interval 0.01a 0 to 0.0025a 0 , the gradient-derived effective geometries are very stable and for all practical purposes identical to the effective geometries obtained by numerical differentiation of the molecular Hessian. On the basis of these results, in the calculations presented in the next section we have used a step-length of 0.001a 0 when using the full Hessian, and a step length of 0.0075a 0 when using only the gradients.
IV. CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE GEOMETRIES
In this section we present the results of a number of calculations to investigate the performance of the approach described above for calculating zero-point vibrationally averaged molecular geometries. Our purpose here is not to obtain highly accurate vibrationally averaged geometries, but rather to demonstrate the applicability of our approach. We will also investigate, for selected systems, the importance of electron correlation for determining the vibrationally averaged geometries. These calculations are performed for the series H 2 O, H 2 S and H 2 Se. We also demonstrate the applicability of the approach for studying electronically excited states. Finally, we present Hartree-Fock results for some larger molecules.
In all calculations reported here we have used the atomic natural orbital ͑ANO͒ basis sets of Widmark et al. 65 These basis sets have been used in a ͓3s2 p͔ contraction for hydrogen, ͓4s3 p2d͔ contraction for second-row elements, ͓5s4 p3d͔ contraction for sulphur and a ͓6s5 p4d͔ contraction for selenium. The only exception to this is H 2 CO, for which a slightly larger set was used in order to more properly describe the more diffuse nature of the excited states. In practice this has been achieved by adding a complete shell of functions to each atoms-that is, ͓1s1 p͔ for hydrogen and ͓1s1 p1d͔ for carbon and oxygen. For butane, we have used a slightly smaller basis set, the carbon basis has been contracted to ͓4s3 p1d͔ and the hydrogen basis to ͓3s1 p͔.
Electron correlation has been treated using MCSCF wave functions. 66 In the case of the H 2 X series ͑XϭO,S,Se͒, a complete active space SCF ͑CASSCF͒ wave function with 10 active electrons and 13 correlating orbitals were employed. While this wave function cannot be expected to obtain results close to the FCI limit, it provides results with an accuracy between MP2 and CCSD for the ten-electron sys-TABLE I. Effective bond length and bond angle as obtained using different step-lengths in the numerical differentiation. Comparison is made between using the Hessian ͑in Cartesian coordinates͒ or the gradient ͑in normal coordinates͒ to determine the third-derivative of the potential. Bond lengths in Ångström.
Step tems studied here. 67 For all molecules, the core electrons were kept inactive. In the study of H 2 CO, we have adopted the restricted active space ͑RASSCF͒ method. 68, 69 In the case of formaldehyde, the 1s electrons were kept inactive whereas up to quadruple excitations are allowed from the remaining six occupied orbitals into eight unoccupied orbitals. For simplicity, all calculations have been done without imposing molecular point group symmetry.
We have used the Dalton program package 70 in all our calculations. The molecular gradients and Hessians has been calculated as described in Ref. 71 . The geometry optimizations have been carried out using a first-order method as described in Ref. 72 using a model Hessian. 73 For molecules where it is required, the atomic labels are given in Fig. 1 .
A. H 2 O, H 2 S, and H 2 Se: Electron correlation effects
Our SCF and MCSCF results for the H 2 O, H 2 S, and H 2 Se molecules are collected in Table II . In addition to the r e and r eff geometries, we also report in Table II the shift in the bond length and bond angle at the SCF and MCSCF levels in order to more directly compare the effects of electron correlation on the vibrational corrections to the geometry. We also give the harmonic frequencies and the vibrational wave function parameters defined in Eqs. ͑18͒-͑20͒. Note that some of the vibrational wave function parameters are zero by symmetry.
For all these molecules, the main effects of zero-point vibration is an elongation of the bond length and a reduction of the bond angle, the only exception being the bond angle in water at the Hartree-Fock level, where the bond angle actually increases when zero-point vibrational motion is included. In all cases, the effect of electron correlation is to increase the bond elongation and the reduction of the bond angle. This is related to the inverse dependence of the effective geometry on the vibrational frequencies ͓see Eq. ͑30͔͒, which can thus be seen to dominate compared to the electron correlation effects on the third-derivative tensor elements. The importance of the electron correlation effects increase as we go down in the periodic table, the relative change in the bond length being 11.6% , 14.5%, and 16.3% for H 2 O, H 2 S, and H 2 Se, respectively.
It is interesting to note that despite the large differences in the vibrational frequencies for the three molecules, only minor differences exist in the change in the geometry induced by the zero-point vibrational motion, a fact that is related to the increasing cubic force constant for the bending motion as we go down in the periodic table.
For these molecules, the determination of the effective geometry were done using the full analytical Hessian, and the effects of isotopic substitution can thus also easily be investigated. In Table III we have collected the effective geometries obtained at the MCSCF level for various isotopic substitutions of the molecules. Also included in this table are the available experimental data for the equilibrium and zeropoint averaged geometries.
Although a detailed comparison of the theoretical results is not warranted because of the small basis set and somewhat restricted active space used, it is interesting to note that our results for the zero-point averaged bond length of water is within 0.01 Å of that determined by Cook, De Lucia, and Helminger 74 whereas the agreement for the bond angle is less satisfactory. In particular we are unable to reproduce the change in the bond angle upon deuterium substitution. However, since no such effect is observed for H 2 S, 75 we are inclined to ascribe this to an experimental artifact. Our equilibrium bond length coincides with that of Cook et al., but this is likely to be accidental. Furthermore, there appears to be a problem in the analysis of Cook et al., since the two most recent determinations of the equilibrium geometry 22, 76 are generally recognized as being very good, 77 For H 2 S, the agreement between our results and experiment is much less satisfactory, although in this case we reproduce the deuterium shift in the bond angle more satisfactorily, being small but in opposite direction to experiment. 75 However, the main reason for the observed discrepancy is likely to be due to the poor description of the equilibrium geometry, most likely because of inadequacies in the basis set and the treatment of electron correlation, and also some small relativistic effects. Using the experimental equilibrium geometry, we obtain the vibrationally averaged geometries given in parentheses, which now also are within 0.01 Å of the experimental vibrationally averaged bond lengths, whereas the agreement for the bond angle still is not satisfactory. In comparison with experiment, H 2 Se behaves like H 2 S. The MCSCF equilibrium bond length is slightly longer than the experimental result and the bond angle is slightly larger. The equilibrium geometry obtained here for H 2 Se is in a reasonably good agreement with a previous investigation employing a considerably larger basis set and orbital space (r HSe ϭ1.474 Å , Є HSeH ϭ90.0°) 79 and with experiment. 80 It is noted that both the bond lengths and the corresponding a r,2
(1) parameters increase in magnitude when electron correlation is added, which is to be expected since a restricted Hartree-Fock wave function cannot describe a dissociation process, whereas an MCSCF wave function gives a more balanced description of the wave function at all bond distances. For all molecules, the largest a 1,i (1) parameter is for the symmetric stretching mode (iϭ2) and its magnitude is more than an order larger than for the bending mode, a 1,3 (1) . The effects of electron correlation are rather small for the a 1,2
(1) -parameters, but consistently the magnitude increases slightly when electron correlation is added. Correlation al- ters, however, a 1, 3 (1) drastically. For the water molecule, it even changes sign because V e,333 (3) changes sign when correlation is included. This difference also explains the sign change for the zero-point vibrational effects on the bond angle when adding electron correlation. For H 2 S and H 2 Se, the bending parameters a 1, 3 (1) become 3-4 times larger when electron correlation is added, which also is reflected in the change of the bond angles. Even if the vibrational effects on the bond angles are small, they are much more affected by correlation than the bond lengths, and this may explain the less satisfactory agreement with experiment for the bond angle. For the a 3,i
(1) parameters, the effects of electron correlation is small. For the b 21,i j (1) parameters, the same trends are found for all three molecules. The coupling between the asymmetric and symmetric stretchings b 21,12 (1) dominates, but also b 21,32 (1) gives important contributions. Indeed, the bilinear b 21,12 (1) terms are more important than the linear a 3,i
(1) terms. We finally note that the c 111,i jk (1) terms are zero for these molecules because of symmetry.
B. H 2 CO: Electronic ground and excited states
The averaged geometry of formaldehyde has been calculated at the SCF level ͑Table IV͒ and its electronic ground state (S 0 ) and lowest excited singlet state (S 1 ) have been studied with the RASSCF method ͑Tables V and VI͒. The ground state is planar (C 2v point group͒, whereas the S 1 state is nonplanar (C s point group͒. If we first consider the ground state, the zero-point vibrational effects on the C-H bond length show the same trends as for the X-H bond lengths in the H 2 X series. At the SCF level, the C-H bond length increases by 0.012 Å and the effect is slightly larger when electron correlation is included. The effects on the CvO bond is, however, considerably smaller. At the SCF level, the bond length is increased by 0.003 Å, increasing slightly at the MCSCF level to 0.004 Å. As for the H 2 X series, the change in the bond angle is less than 0.1°. The a r,i
(1) and b 21,i j
parameters also follow the pattern observed for the H 2 X molecules. For formaldehyde, we have also presented the c 111,i jk parameters larger than 1.0ϫ10 Ϫ3 . It is found that the largest c 111,i jk parameters are less than 2.0ϫ10
Ϫ3 , an order of magnitude smaller than the largest a r,i
(1) and b 21,i j (1) parameters. Since the S 1 state of formaldehyde is nonplanar, its behavior is quite different from the ground state. The frequencies of the modes mainly describing the C-H bonds ( 1 and 2 ) are slightly higher for the S 1 state than for the ground state. Since the corresponding zero-point vibrational effects on the C-H bond is reduced by a third for the excited state, it implies that the corresponding cubic force constants are also reduced. Furthermore, for the CvO bond stretch ͑mainly 3 ), both the harmonic frequency and the vibrational contribution are reduced for the S 1 state, which implies that the corresponding cubic force constants have been even further reduced. However, the zero-point vibrational contributions to the bond angles are about an order of magnitude larger for the S 1 state than for the ground state. It is ϭ0.0015 mainly due to the mode with the lowest frequency, which in the nonplanar case has become totally symmetric.
A comparison with available experimental data for the vibrationally averaged geometries shows a rather good agreement with experiment for the ground state, although the vibrational corrections brings our results further away from experiment. However, we note that recent CCSD calculations of the equilibrium geometry indicate a slightly shorter CH bond and slightly longer CO bond 81 which would, when combined with our vibrational corrections, bring the vibrationally averaged geometry closer to experiment. For the excited state, agreement with experiment is less satisfactory. However, this is another manifestation of our inadequate description of the equilibrium geometry-because we have used small basis sets and because we have an incomplete recovery of the electron correlation effects-since the vibrational corrections are small and because EOM-CCSD calculations give an equilibrium geometry for the excited state in much better agreement with experiment.
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C. Larger molecules
To demonstrate that the approach presented in this paper allows vibrationally averaged structures to be determined for larger polyatomic molecules, we have optimized the structures and determined the effective geometries of ten larger molecules at the Hartree-Fock level. The molecules are methane, ethane, propane, butane, ethene, butadiene, ethyne, nitroethene, formic acid and formamide, and the results of these calculations are collected in Tables VII-XVI. For most of these molecules, we have used the normal coordinate scheme for determining the effective geometry. As an example of the time needed for a complete determination of the effective geometry, we note that less than 11 hours of CPU is required for the determination of the effective geometry of formamide ͑6 atoms, requiring 1 Hessian and 25 gradient calculations͒, whereas the determination using the full Hessian required almost 52 CPU hours on an IBM 590. For each molecule, we present the equilibrium and effective geometries as well as the difference between them. We also present the nonvanishing linear expansion coefficients a r,i (1) and the corresponding harmonic frequencies. At the end of each table, the remaining harmonic frequencies and the largest bilinear expansion coefficients b 21,i j (1) are given. In Tables VII-X, results are presented for a series of n-alkanes: methane, ethane, propane, and butane. For methane, we find a change in the C-H bond length of 0.012 Å , which is considerably larger than for the other alkanes which exhibits shifts in the C-H bond length of less than 0.008 Å . For propane and butane, a clear difference is found between the ϪCH 3 end groups and the central -CH 2 -groups. The being altered by 0.48°and the C 1 C 2 H ip angle with 0.59°. All other changes in the bond angles of the n-alkanes are smaller than 0.25°. For the linear expansion coefficients a r,i (1) we make two main observations. The size of the largest a 1,i
(1) -term is in the range 0.10-0.20 for all the n-alkanes, whereas the largest a 3,i
(1) -terms are in the range 0.010-0.015, about an order of magnitude smaller. All n-alkanes give very similar results because they all have a large degree of symmetry and all the totally symmetric modes are stretching or bending of bonds which both are local in character and not strongly coupled to other modes in the molecule. Secondly, in propane and butane the largest a 1,i (1) terms occur for the modes with relatively low frequencies, whereas the modes with highest frequency have the largest a 3,i (1) terms. This aspect is important since each a 1,i (1) term has a contribution from every mode of the molecule and it thus describes a coupling between the different modes.
Turning to the largest b 21,i j (1) terms, they are considerably larger than the corresponding a 3,i (1) terms. For ethane, propane and butane, the size of the largest b 21,i j (1) parameter is in the range 0.07-0.10 whereas the size of the largest a 3,i
(1) term is 0.015. Furthermore, for all the large b 21,i j (1) terms the quadratic term in q ͑subscript i) is always a mode with a low frequency and the linear term in q ͑subscript j) is a totally symmetric mode with a high harmonic frequency. The b 21,i j
terms do not contribute to the vibrationally averaged molecu- ϭ0.1884 lar geometry considered in this work, but they may be important for other molecular properties.
To compare with the alkanes, ethene and butadiene have been included ͑Tables XI and XII͒. The most striking observation is that the effects on the CvC double bonds are much smaller than for the C-C single bonds. The shift in ethene is approximately half of the shift in ethane ͑0.006 Å compared to 0.010 Å͒, and the double-bonds in butadiene are only stretched with about a tenth of the stretching of the central single-bond ͑0.0008 Å compared to 0.009 Å͒. The effects on the C-H bonds are approximately the same for the alkenes and alkanes studied here. For the bond angles, the vibrational contributions are much smaller for ethene compared to ethane ͑0.01°and 0.13°, respectively͒ and for butadiene compared to butane. This is also reflected in the size of the wave function coefficients. The largest a 1,i (1) and b 21,i j (1) parameters are much smaller for ethene and butadiene than for the alkanes, whereas the a 3,i
(1) parameters are of the same magnitude.
For comparison with ethane and ethene, we have also included ethyne ͑Table XIII͒. The stretching of the CϵC bond is about 0.004 Å , which is less than for ethene and ethane ͑0.006 Å and 0.010 Å , respectively͒. For the C-H bond, we find, however, a contraction of the bond length of Ϫ0.003 Å , which is in line with a recent CCSD͑T͒ study where a contraction of Ϫ0.006 Å was obtained. 82 The difference in results are due to the different accuracies of the potential surfaces. For example, our SCF value of r e for the C-H bond is 1.0541 Å, whereas the more accurate CCSD͑T͒ value is 1.0621 Å.
For further comparison, we have also included the nitroethene molecule ͑Table XIV͒. The shift of the CvC double bond is about a factor of 10 smaller in nitroethene than in ethene ͑0.0005 Å compared to 0.006 Å͒ and the C-H bond for the carbon bonded to the nitrogen is stretched much less than the other two C-H bonds in nitroethene ͑0.0003 Å compared to 0.002 and Ϫ0.001 Å , respectively͒. Thus, a neighboring functional group such as the nitro group has a very strong influence on the molecular motion in the rest of the molecule.
In Tables XV and XVI , SCF results are presented for formic acid and formamide. These results may be compared to the previous SCF results of formaldehyde in Table IV . As in the comparison of ethene and nitroethene, we note that changing the neighboring functional group alters the vibrational effects on the remaining molecular fragment, in this case the CvO bond. Whereas the CO bond is stretched with 0.0031 Å in formaldehyde, the vibrational contributions are 0.0026 Å for formic acid and only 0.0006 Å for formamide. For formic acid, the largest effects are found for the CO 2 H 2 angle, because the largest anharmonicity in the molecule stems from the intramolecular hydrogen bond, O 2 ϪH 2 •••O 1 .
In the series of molecules studied in this work, the largest zero-point vibrational effects on a molecular geometry are found for formamide. As in formic acid, it has an intramolecular hydrogen bond, but at the SCF level we also found a very low harmonic frequency of 148 cm Ϫ1 , which is mainly the out-of-plane rotation of the ϪNH 2 group. Indeed, initial calculations on the MCSCF level indicates that the equilibrium geometry of formamide may not be planar, but that will be investigated in more detail in a future work. The dependence of the planarity of formamide on the theoretical level have also been noted previously, 83 and this sensitivity on the theoretical model is also present in acetamide. 84 The small harmonic frequency associated with the out-of-plane rotation gives a relatively large vibrational effect on the C-N bond length, 0.016 Å, and on the CNH 2 and H 2 NH 3 bond angles, Ϫ1.8°and 2.7°, respectively. We also find significantly larger wave function coefficients for formamide than for the other molecules in this study. In particular, the term describing the N-H stretching mode, a 1, 2 (1) , has a large value of Ϫ0.25 and the b 21,12;2 (1) parameter, which describes a coupling between the N-H stretch and the NH 2 out-of-plane rotation, has a value of Ϫ0.38.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have discussed a method for calculating the vibrational wave function of large molecules. It is based on a perturbation approach and it has shown that the expansion converges faster if the expansion point is determined variationally. The applicability of the approach has been demonstrated with calculations of the averaged molecular geometry on molecules with up to 14 atoms. 
